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Abstract. The class 7 of binary search trees is sjudied. A leaf is a vertex of degree 0; Tfl is tl;e 
subset of T consisting of trees with n leaves. We grow trees in Tn from T,_, thereby induckrg 
a probability measure on Tn. We will show that the expected value of the average leaf distarbce 
oft E T, is asymptotic to logzn as n+m. 
A trree “s a connected graph withou i cycles. A graph is directed pro- 
vided we ?.:pecify for each edge the beginning and terminating vertex. 1% 
pith r in a directed graph is a sequence of vertices vl , v2, . . . , v, such 
that (Vi, vi.+ 1 ) is an edge for each i, I < i < m. In this case the path n i: 
said to be,$n at up, end at v, and have ‘ength m- 1. A biirary search 
tree is a directed tree which enjoys the foljlowing properties: 
(1) There is a unique vertex v. (called the root) such that for any 
vertex v distinct from v. there is one and only one path 70) starting 
at v. and ending at v. 
(2) For each vertex v the number of edges beginning with u is zero 
or two. In the former case v is a leaf while in the latter case it is an k- 
terior vertm 
(3) The set of edges is partitioned into two sets L and R (the left and 
right edges, respectively). For each interior vertex there is precisely one 
left edge and one right edge starting with this vertex. _ 
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We let T denote the collection of binary search trees and T, the 
subset consisting of those trees with yt leaves. The cardina!ity of & is 
Yjl -* (‘,r-f ) for n 2 2. The leaf distance d,(Q) of the leaf Q of f E 7 is 
the length of the path Ir(J!) joining the rloot of d to S!. 
Binary search trees arise in a number of applications in file organiza- 
tion and sorting [ 1,2] . In s~i:ln applications, the average kaf distance 
D, = 
lZ{d,(Q)iQ is a kaf of t} 
number of leaves of t 
is of interest and in particular its growth as a function of the number 
of leaves. In this note, we will put a ‘natural’ probability measure on 
i, by growing trees in T, from those in T,_1 and study E{D, 1 t E 7, ), 
the expected average leaf distance, as IZ + 00. 
. To each tree f E 7, we associate its kaf polynomial 
t+(z) := c L,(t) .z* , 
r> 1 
where L,(t) is the number of leaves oft at distance Y from the root. The 
following proposition is essentially due to McMillan [ 31. 
Proposition 1. I,f t E TM, then 
(i) Or is a po/_womial of degree < n with nonnegative integer coef- 
ficints. 
(ii) &(l> = 1. 
(iii) O,( 2 ) = 12. 
Moreover, if a po&nonziaZ satisfies ( l)-(3), it is the leaf polyivlomial 
of some binary search tree t E T, . 
Note that distinct binary search trees (in 1;1) may correspond to the 
same leaf polynomial. In Fig. 1, we list the binary search trees and their 
associated leaf polynomials for n = 2,3,4. 
Property (ii) of Proposition 1 provides us with a mechanism for ‘grow- 
ing’ binary search trees. Let Q be a leaf of tE Tn. Adjoin vertices a and B 
(to the vertex set oft) along with the edges (Q, ar) E L and (a$) E R 
obtaining thereby the tree s E Ir;l+l . The leaf polynomials 8, and 0, are 
related by 
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where n =d#!]. ‘We shall say that s is a descendant oft and denote by D(t) 
the dmcendanxs IDf t . The function p(t, s) defined for E 7, SE P(t) by 
p(t, s.) = 
2-n if B,(z) = O,(z) + zn(2z- 1) , 
0 otherwise 
is a probabilitl,r transition function, i.e., 
p(t, I\?) 2 0, .p, 
SE 7)(t) 
pv, s) = 1. 
The growth prcxess consists of choosing the leaf !? of t E 7 with proba- 
bility 2- uTc(n) and adjoining two edges at this leaf. The transition func- 
tion p(t, s) derfi nes by induction probability measures {pIZ (t) )n -, 2 on T 
- 
as follow!s I 
(I) p2(:i) = 1 for the single tree in -r2. 
(2)p,(f)= ziP,_l(s)P(s9f)lsE Tn-1; tE l?(S)) l 
The average iea;i” polynomial (in T, ) is then defined by 
c 
In Fig. 1, we: indicate the probability of each of the trees in T, as well 
as the averqe kzf polynomial for 12 E= 2,3,4. 
Propositiofi 2. 
(i)Iln(Z)=6L,.._1(Z)+(22--l:B~,,_I(gZ),,> 2. 
(ii) p,(z) =:.S :j’;J (“; l)IIl-_t (-1 + 2-i+l z), n >_ 2 . 
(iii) EL?I,~ t fS: T,] = y1-.1 [2(rA) HZ:;; (‘-‘)W,;? (2+-l)], n > 2. 
l r - 
For (ii), the pa 0L ’ ‘5 by induction, the formulae being valid for H = 2. 
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Fig. 1. 
Finally, EiD, 1 t E T, 1 = pk (1 )/n and so (iii) follows from (ii). 
Unfortunately, Proposition 2(iii) does not seem to be suitable for 
studying the behavior of EUl,I t E 7,) as 12 --* 00 and we turn now to 
finding an alternate representation for pn (2). It will be convenient o 
define pl (z) = 1 so that the recurrence (i) of Proposition L is valid for 
~1 >_ 2. Define the seque ce 1 cn (z)}, > l by - 
. 
(1) g,(z)= {n(z) i (l-2+1 z), lzlC+ . 
j=O 
roposition 2 we have 
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(3) g1(2)= G (I---2F-1 ry--1 . f=() 
Now 3_(z), defined by 
u ) 2 = iG 2kzk ii (l-21) -l,lzl< $ , 
kt=O ( j= 1 ) 
satisfies 
5(O) = 14 (l-22) 5(z) = {(bz) 
so that 
lim & (pp-if1 z) c(z) = fim g(2-k-1 2) = 1 . 
k-+w j=(j k-+03 
Thus c(z) = cl (2). From eq. (I), we obtain by Auction. 
Proposition 3. 
I-I (1-2-i+’ z), lzl<-$. 
TO study & (1) we begin with Proposition 2(i). Differentiating and 
evaluating at z = 1 and z ={- yields 
which with Proposition 3 produces 
(4) 
co 
&( 1) = 2(n-1) + i (n-1 -2k + 2k(l -2-k)n- 9 (l-2-j). 
k =o j=k+i 
‘Now set 
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%,k =n-1-2k + 2k(1-2-k 
bk = G (1-2-j), 
j=k+l 
and fix E > 0. To estimate the sum in eq. (41, we define index sets 
K, =~klO~k<(l-e)arj, 
K, = Ml (l-+)(X 5 k < (l+c)at} , 
K, = uil(l+&)ck< k<=} . - 
Next, 
n-n ‘-’ < n- zk 5 an,k <_ n 
0 < a, k < 12 
0 2 a,,:k 2 (; )2-k 
ifkEK2, 
- if k E K3 , 
1 -2-k = I.__ 
j=k+l 
2-j<bk< 1 ifkE& , - 
and thus 
(W---lZ1--“)(c++-1) skcA Urrk bk<t2[(1---E)Q+ 11 9 
- 
t= _‘* ’ 
o< c - a,, k bk c ?i (% a + 2) , 
kEK2 ’ - 
This yields 
Similar estimates how that 
111 IQ isaleafoft;d,(P)< (1--~)log2i~~~ tE r,,] + 0. -_ 
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